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Company news  
 

Foxtons Group (FOXT, 48p, £154m mkt cap) 

High profile London estate and lettings agent. Nine-month (to Sep) trading update. Guidance: No specific 

guidance to FY 21 earnings. “Foxtons has delivered a strong performance across all business areas with 

revenues for the period well ahead of the prior year and 2019, reflecting the continued successful 

implementation of its strategy alongside recovering sales and lettings markets. Lettings listings are now at 

historically low levels and rents having returned to pre-pandemic levels in August and September”. Trading: 

Total rev +50% Y/Y, £104m (+24% vs 2019). Lettings rev +28% £58m (+11% excluding Douglas & Gordon 

acquisition) and +8% vs 2019; Sales rev+114%, £38m; (+61% vs 2019);  Mortgage broking +25%, £7m. 

Viewpoint: The percentage changes for Sales look high and are positive but somewhat distorted: 2020 was 

depressed by the first lockdown and although the market reopened in May 2020, sales transactions take 

several months to feed through, so this would have helped Q4 20 and some of Q1 - 3 21; comparisons with  

2019 were helped since the London sales market was still depressed until the decisive Conservative election 

win in December. The Lettings market is less volatile, but rents in the capital had been depressed for some five 

years and the high demand and low availability have very recently pushed up rents. 
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Leading UK builders’ merchant and owner of Toolstation. Q3 (Sep) trading update. Guidance: “Given robust 

underlying performance, the Board now expects that adjusted operating profit for the full year 2021 will be 

ahead of current market expectations and will be at least £340m (inclusive of around £40m of property 

profits)” (current consensus, £316m - assumed property contribution not disclosed). Trading: LFL sales growth 

+13.1% (Merchanting +15.3%; Toolstation +1.4% “following exceptional demand from DIY customers during 

2020”). “Industry wide inflationary pressure, driven by heavyside manufacturer and core commodity price 

increases, has accelerated in the period with price inflation of around 11% in Q3, compared to around 7% in 

Q2. The Group continues to benefit from its extensive supply chain and strong supplier relationships in order 

to maximise product availability to customers”. 

 

Budget thoughts  

 

Most of the pledges appear to be confirmation of previous leaks (leading to a ticking off of the 

Chancellor from the Deputy Speaker). Notwithstanding, it looks to have set a promising direction of 

travel for much of the wider construction and property sector. 

Specifically for housebuilding, the £11.5bn for 180,000 new affordable homes was a repeat of the 

Affordable Homes Programme but will, nevertheless, support building materials producers and 

housebuilders and contractors with more of a mixed-tenure model  than volume housebuilders that 

provide a proportion of social housing under Section 109 obligations. The £1.7bn of the £4.8bn 

‘Levelling Up Fund’ to be directed to 105 local projects does appear to be incrementally better for 

construction and should help mixed-tenure and urban regeneration developers and contractors. 

The 4% developers levy will probably hit the quoted and private mid-sized housebuilders that earn 

over £25m pa rather than the biggest groups that make historically high margins in any case (I don’t 

know, but suspect some that have voluntarily paid for recladding will have a decent case to ask for 

this to be offset). 

There’s loads of capital spending for hospitals and infrastructure (I suspect what was going to be 

spent in any case). Good for contractors, but still no mention, though, on the later phases of HS2. 

A big, but unquantifiable, benefit for contractors and higher value construction components is the 

general tilt to encouraging business investment across a range of sectors, via investment and 

property allowances. For this and the housing market in general, the improvements to growth 

forecasts and unemployment by the OBR and the increase in the minimum wage suggests there is 

going to be more money swirling around and more of a ‘feel good factor’ - always a key ingredient for 

housing market health. 

The big question hanging over the entire building economy before the Budget was industry capacity. 

The 42% increase in skills spending could not come any sooner. 

Looking longer term, Rishi Sunak made no secret that he is a Conservative and this largesse cannot 

last for ever. So most in the industry should sip a glass of lower priced fizz or fruit flavoured cider - 

and enjoy it while they can … 
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